In chiral magnetic materials, numerous intriguing phenomena such as built-in chiral magnetic domain walls (DWs) [1, 2] and skyrmions [3, 4] are generated by the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (DMI) [5, 6]. The DMI also results in asymmetric DW speed under in-plane magnetic field, which provides a useful scheme to measure the DMI strengths [7]. However, recent findings of additional asymmetries such as chiral damping [8-12] have disenabled unambiguous DMI determination and the underlying mechanism of overall asymmetries becomes under debate. By extracting the DMI-induced symmetric contribution, here we experimentally investigated the nature of the additional asymmetry [7]. The results revealed that the additional asymmetry has a truly antisymmetric nature with the typical behavior governed by the DW chirality. In addition, the antisymmetric contribution changes the DW speed more than 100 times, which cannot be solely explained by the chiral damping scenario. By calibrating such antisymmetric contributions, experimental inaccuracies can be largely removed, enabling again the DMI measurement scheme.
Introduction
Magnetic DW motion is of importance, because of its potential application toward the spintronic devices such as memory and logic devices [13] [14] [15] [16] . For better performance of these devices, it is crucial to achieve fast DW speed. It has been reported that fast DW speeds can be achieved with built-in chiral DWs [17] generated by the DMI [1, 2] , which is an antisymmetric exchange interaction that originated from structural inversion asymmetries [5, 6] . Various experimental techniques have been proposed to quantify the DMI [7, [18] [19] [20] . One of the simplest techniques is the symmetry measurement of the DW speed with respect to the in-plane magnetic field [7] . In this technique, the shift of the symmetric axis directly indicates the magnitude of the DMI-induced effective magnetic field. However, many other groups have subsequently reported the existence of the additional asymmetries, which make it difficult to unambiguously determine the symmetric axis. Several possible mechanisms [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] have been proposed for the additional asymmetry, but their validities are still under debate. Here, we have experimentally demonstrate the chiral nature of the additional asymmetry. By extracting the well-known symmetric contribution, the additional asymmetry is found to exhibit truly antisymmetric nature, which is governed by the DW chirality.
Materials and methods
For this study, 5.0-nm Ta/2.5-nm Pt/0.9-nm Co/2.5-nm X/1.5-nm Pt films were deposited on Si substrates with 100-nm SiO2 layer by DC magnetron sputtering, where X = Al, Pt, W, or Ti. Magnetic wire structures with 20.0-μm width and 500-μm length were then patterned by photolithography technique. All the magnetic wires exhibited strong perpendicular magnetic anisotropy and showed clear domain expansion under the application of an out-of-plane magnetic field . The DW images were observed by a magneto-optical Kerr effect microscope equipped with out-of-and in-plane electromagnets. The DW speed . According to Ref. [21] , ∆ eff is a direct measure of the effective magnetic field caused by the current bias. The study provides the relation ∆ eff = ST , where ST is defined as the spin-torque efficiency for the current-to-field conversion [22] . The ST of various samples was determined from the measurement of ∆ eff with respect to based on the above-mentioned relation. In our experiments, these measurements were obtained for | | < 110 10 A/m 2 , at which the temperature rise due to the Joule heating is negligibly small (< 0.5 K) [23] .
Results
In Fig. 2(a) , ST is plotted with respect to for the sample with X = Al. The plot shows the typical spin-orbit-torque-induced behavior composed of three regimes; transient regime (BW-NW regime) in-between two saturation regimes (NW  regimes) [24, 25] . In the NW  regimes, the DW is saturated to the Néel-type configuration with the magnetization inside the DW oriented along the ± axes, respectively. On the other hand, in the BW-NW regime, the DW varies between the Bloch-and Néel-type configurations. The intercept (red vertical line) indicates the magnetic field 0 required to achieve the Bloch-type DW configuration.
To achieve such a configuration, 0 should exactly compensate the DMI-induced effective magnetic field DMI , i.e., 0 + DMI = 0. Therefore DMI can be quantified from the intercept of the magnetic field measurements. For this sample, DMI was estimated as -107.1 mT.
Next, the variation in the DW speed under the application of constant out-of-plane magnetic field with an in-plane magnetic field bias is measured. Figure 2 (b) shows DW with respect to . Apart from the symmetric behavior reported in Ref. [7] , the present sample exhibited a highly asymmetric behavior. Samples with such large asymmetry need to be analyzed carefully because the field 0 * (blue vertical line) for minimum DW occurs far from 0 .
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where ∆ is the deviation of from 0 (i.e. ∆ ≡ − 0 ). The purple symbols in Fig. 2(c) show plotted with respect to ∆ .
From Eq. (6) in Ref. [7] , can be written as
where  is the DW width, S is the saturation magnetization, D is the DW anisotropy, and 
where the Néel-type configuration in the NW  regimes is achieved under the condition |∆ | > S .
Because Eq. (3) is expressed using even functions of ∆ , the variation in results
in the symmetric contribution ′ with respect to ∆ as given by
. (4)
All the parameters in Eqs. (3) and (4) can be determined by other independent measurements [26] and therefore, we could evaluate ′(∆ ) as shown by the green solid line in Fig. 2(c) .
It is interesting to see that ′(∆ ) is exactly overlapped onto (∆ ) even without any fitting parameter in these two curves. This observation implies that the symmetric contribution on the DW speed is mostly attributed to the variation in , which is known to be caused by the variation in the DW energy density.
The additional asymmetry is then resolved by subtracting the symmetric contribution ′ from the DW speed DW (i.e. ≡ ln DW − ′). The green symbols in Fig.   2(d) shows with respect to . It is clearly seen from the plot that the additional asymmetry has a truly antisymmetric nature. The negligible deviation (black symbols) from the antisymmetry [27] confirms that no other significant contributions remain.
Discussion
The antisymmetry is possibly attributed to either the variation in 0 via the chiral damping mechanism [9, 10] or the additional variation in via the intrinsic asymmetry of the DW width variation [11] . A clear antisymmetric nature in the logarithmic scale of DW indicates the possibility that a large portion of the antisymmetric contribution is rather attributed to the variation, whereas the 0 variation might cause the asymmetry in linear scale of DW . Moreover, it is worthwhile to note that the antisymmetric contribution exhibits the typical behavior similar to that of the ST measurement ( Fig. 2(a) ) with three regimes composed of transition regime (BW-NW regime) in-between two saturation regimes (NW  regimes). Because the DW chirality governs such typical regimes, one can conclude that the antisymmetric nature of is mainly attributed to the DW chirality.
Due to the significant antisymmetric contribution, the minimum in DW occurs at 0 * shifted from 0 as shown in Fig. 2 (b) , Such apparent 0 * is often misinterpreted as a compensation field of DMI . The magnitude of the shift is denoted as shift (blue horizontal arrow) in Fig. 2(b) . The antisymmetric contribution saturates at S and thus, it is natural to expect that shift < S . In addition, shift should be proximate to S because the antisymmetric contribution varies DW more than 100 times, which dominates the symmetric contribution in BW-NW transition regimes. To demonstrate this prediction, shift was measured for all the samples with different values of X and then, plotted with respect to S as shown by Fig. 3 . 
